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Education is necessary to each and every individual as it is a process, 

which develops the potentials an individual has to build an agile and a 

prosperous nation. The constitution of Indonesia, which is the Undang-undang 

Dasar Negara Republik Indonesia Tahun 1945, regulates that every Indonesian 

has the rights to receive education and the country is obliged to give a high 

quality education to the people. Today, a lot of emphasised is put on the 

importance of getting a high quality education. This results in the increase of the 

number of Indonesian people who pursues their education abroad because they 

assume that the education offered by overseas institutes is much better than the 

education offered in Indonesia. International education consultant plays a role in 

helping these students to study overseas at an institute of their preference. PT 

GLOBAL ONE NETWORK is one of the known consultation company in Batam 

City and the company has often faced problems in relation to the legal protection 

against its clients. Therefore, there is an urgency to draft a consultation contract, 

considering that the number of people who are using the service of consultation 

company is increasing as it helps to make the process of studying overseas easier 

and simpler. The drafting of said contract aims to give both international 

education consultation companies and clients legal protection. 

 

This report uses applied research, which is a research that aims to apply, 

examine, and evaluate the ability of a consultation contract to solve the existing 

technical problems. The collection of data used to draft the contract is carried out 

through an interview, observation, as well as a survey. After all necessary data is 

collected, the drafting process will be carried out in several stages, which are the 

preparation stage, the implementation stage, and the evaluation as well as the 

assessment stage. The completed contract will then be implemented and observed 

for three weeks. 

 

The implementation of this report’s product succeeded in providing legal 

protection to PT GLOBAL ONE NETWORK and its clients when establishing a 

legal relationship. 
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